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INTRODUCTION
               
The instructions set forth in this document are intended to guide the experienced scuba equipment repair technician
through the standard service procedure for this Sherwood regulator.

It is assumed that the technician possesses basic scuba equipment repair training, proper tools and the skill
necessary to perform the service. If you have not received regulator service training provided by Sherwood Scuba
specifically for this equipment, do not attempt to perform the service described in this document.

Before attempting to perform service read this manual in its entirety. There are warnings and cautions contained in
the manual that may affect your own safety or the safety of the regulator user.

If you are uncertain as to whether or not you are qualified to perform this service contact your regional Sherwood Scuba
Distributor for technical assistance.           
               
Service parts for Sherwood equipment are sold only to Authorized Sherwood Dealers.

USE OF WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND NOTES

REGISTRATION, INSPECTIONS AND SERVICES: ON-LINE REGISTRY.

All Sherwood regulators have to be registered right after purchase, either by the end consumer or the dive center where 
the item was acquired.   If the dive center is not able to register the product for the end-consumer at the time of purchase, 
the sales associate form the dive center has to strongly encourage the end-consumer to register the product within   30 
days after purchase. 

Effective immediately: recording inspections and services is required to ensure the continuity of the warranty process.  
Regardless of deler location, record keeping by the authorized dealer is required after each Inspection or Service is per-
formed. The original owner’s name and the Serial Numbers of both the 1st and 2nd Stages will be required to record the 
mentioned Inspections and Services. Contact Sherwood if in doubt where to find the regulator 1st & 2nd stages SN#s.  

When the regulator is going to be used for recreational purposes a year or 150 dives after purchase an inspection is re-
quired; a year after such inspection or when the regulator has completed 300 dives a full service is required.  Time frames 
may be different when the regulators are going to be used for public service, institutional, rental or instructional use.   Please 
contact your local Sherwood Sales representative for additional information to discuss particular cases and usage.

Recording Inspection or Service events within our website:
Go to http://www.sherwoodscuba.com & using your dealer credentials click on SERVICE HISTORY tab and follow the 
instructions to record Inspection or Service.  It is imperative that the Authorized Dealer record such events:

WARNING:  Indicates a potentially hazardous condition or situation which, if not avoided, may
 result in serious injury or death.

CAUTION:  Indicates a potentially hazardous condition or situation which, if not avoided, may
 result in minor injury. It may also be used to alert against unsafe practices.

NOTE:  Indicates an important point or reminder.
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ANNUAL INSPECTION - GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR 1ST AND 2ND STAGES - SR1 / SR2

1. Visually inspect the first and second stage for signs of damage or deterioration. Mouthpieces with tears or other damage   
 should be replaced.

2.  Retract hose protectors and inspect the hose over its entire length for signs of damage including blisters, deep cuts or separa-  
 tion at the crimped fittings. If these signs are present the hose must be replaced and standard service overhaul is 
 recommended. Very small hairline cracks on yellow hoses, could be acceptable; consult with Technical Services if in doubt.

3.  Insert a soft probe through the exit port of the exhaust cover and lift the Exhaust Valve to inspect it for cuts, tears or contami-  
 nated surfaces. Perform this examination from both sides of the Exhaust Cover to observe the entire perimeter of the Exhaust   
 Valve. If the Exhaust Valve or the sealing surfaces on the Housing are contaminated with debris, the Exhaust Cover must be   
 removed and the surfaces must be cleaned. Instructions for removing and replacing the Exhaust Cover appear in the Second   
 Stage Service Guide. As a final check of the Exhaust Valve & Housing integrity apply a moderate suction (approximately minus   
 5 inches of water, (moderate inhalation effort) to the second stage mouthpiece with the air supply closed and the second stage   
 purged. If leakage is detected a complete overhaul is recommended.                  

4.  Inspect the first stage filter for evidence of contamination. Discolored, heavy corroded or oil-stained filters indicate previous   
 contact with contaminated air. If evidence of contamination is present it is recommended that a standard service overhaul   
 be performed. In addition you should advise the regulator’s owner that the regulator has been exposed to contamination and   
 that previously used air cylinders should be inspected.

5.  Install an intermediate pressure gauge into one of the available LP ports.

6.  Pressurize the regulator to approximately 500 psi / 34 bar and inspect for leakage. Note intermediate pressure. It should not   
 be greater than 145 psi. / 10 bar.  If no leakage is detected increase inlet pressure to 3000 psi / 207 bar. Check intermediate   
 pressure again. It should not exceed 145 psi. / 10 bar.  If intermediate pressure is out of range (135 ± 10 psi / 9.3 ± 0.7   
 bar) or leakage is present a standard service overhaul is recommended.

7.  Test the purge function. If there is not a strong surge of air, a standard overhaul is recommended.

8.  Gently submerge the entire regulator and look for bubbles that indicate leakage. If leakage is present a standard service       
 overhaul is recommended.

9.  Using a calibrated test bench perform an inhalation test. For SR1 / SR2 the inhalation effort should not be greater than 1.5   
 inches of water at opening and less than 4.0 inches of water at 15 SCFM at constant flow. If a test bench is not available   
 perform a subjective breathing test. Only an experienced technician should perform this test.  When properly adjusted the   
 regulator should provide smooth and easy inhalation. If difficulty with inhalation or exhalation or any abnormal behavior is   
 suspected a standard overhaul should be performed.

WHEN TO SERVICE

Sherwood regulators are designed and tested to perform acceptably under typical recreational diving conditions up
to 300 hours of use.

Sherwood regulators should be inspected at least annually to evaluate their performance and identify potential problems that may 
require a complete overhaul.  Please thoroughly follow the 9 General Guidelines stated below.

If the regulator has been subjected to more than 300 hours of use or it has not received the benefit of careful post-dive cleaning and 
storage in a clean environment, a standard service overhaul is required.

In any case, the Sherwood regulator described in this manual should receive a standard service overhaul at least every two years to 
maintain optimal performance. The standard service overhaul most include disassembly, cleaning, inspection, replacement of all the 
parts in the appropiate service kit, lubrication, reassembly and adjustments. Specific steps for the mentioned service are fully de-
scribed within this manual. 

Regulators that are used in extreme conditions, such as commercial or institutional use or rentals will require more frequent 
service overhauls of at least every 3 to 6 months, consult with Sherwood’s technical support if in doubt about this subject.

Sherwood Scuba offers a standard service kit that contains the parts recommended to be replaced in connection with the standard 
service overhaul.
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ENRICHED AIR NITROX SERVICE

The Sherwood regulator presented in this manual has been designed and manufactured to allow the use of Enriched
Air Nitrox (EANx) gas with an oxygen component not to exceed 40% (Recreational EANx only).

In order to maintain this option the user must ensure that the regulator is protected from the introduction of
hydrocarbons. The introduction of hydrocarbons into the regulator may increase the risk of fire when used with EAN.

When servicing the regulator, the technician must be aware of this requirement and exercise caution not to
contaminate the regulator with hydrocarbons (Petroleum based greasy substances). This requires a clean workplace, free 
of oil, grease, debris and other contaminants. Additionally in order to return the regulator to recreational EAN service, the 
overhaul procedure must have a cleaning provision to remove all hydrocarbons before the regulator is reassembled. Do 
not substitute parts or use lubricants other than Christo-Lube MCG 111 or Tribolube 71. Silicone lubricants are not 
acceptable and increase the risk of a fire hazard.  

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

The service facility is perhaps the most important asset of any professional dive store. It should be clean, well lighted,
and stocked with a complete inventory of parts and manufacturer’s specialty tools for the products your store sells. As
a minimum requirement, your service facility should be equipped with the following items:

•  Ultrasonic Cleaner - Select the right size model that can keep up with the volume of regulators that your
 store services. A built-in timer and heater will help control the cleaning time and temperature of the solution,
 since most solutions work best when heated.

•  Bench Mounted Padded Vise - A vise is sometimes needed to hold the regulator secure – especially when removing 
the first stage yoke retainer. Special care must be taken, however, to avoid damage that can result from improper use 
of this tool. Vise must be lined with soft material like rubber or wood. Be sure to follow the instructions provided in this 
manual.

•  Lighted Magnifying Glass - Strong lighting and magnification are essential requirements for performing a thorough 
parts inspection - especially when locating the cause of a small leak.

•  Quality Wrenches & Sockets - When working with chrome plated brass parts, it is especially critical to use the correct 
size wrench and to ensure that it fits properly over the part. The use of an adjustable wrench is very likely to cause 
damage to your customer’s regulator, and should be strictly avoided at all times.

•  Calibrated Inch-Pound Torque Wrench - it is important to follow the manufacturer’s torque values whenever they are 
specified, in order to avoid over-tightening or under tightening a part. This is especially important for smaller parts and 
fittings, when over-tightening can easily damage the part. Do not use standard wrenches for final torque.

•  Calibrated Foot-Pound Torque Wrench - Torque wrenches that can be set for both inch-pound and foot-pound mea-
surements generally tend to be less accurate than wrenches that are designed to measure torque within a specific 
range.  Do not use standard wrenches for final torque.

•  Manufacturer’s Specialty Tools - Specialty tools are critically important to performing each step of disassembly and 
reassembly according to each manufacturer’s procedures. During the mentioned steps where the procedure clearly 
indicates the use of a specialty tool, Sherwood Scuba strongly discourages technicians the use of substitute or 
make-shift tools to perform such steps. Sherwood specialty tools required to perform service are listed on page 6.

WARNING – The introduction of hydrocarbons, lint, dirt and other contaminants into the areas of the
regulator subjected to high pressures (greater than 500 psi / 34 bar) and EANx mixtures containing 
more than 21% Oxygen may constitute a fire hazard and may subject the user to serious injury.

NOTE – Please be aware that despite all this recommended precautions regarding cleaningness and 
propper lubricants regarding Recreational Nitrox, none are intended to be used in conjunction with 
Oxygen concentrations higher than 40% by volume such as the ones required during Technical Diving.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

1.  Read the entire set of procedures that follows before starting to service. Steps taken out of se-
quence or without the knowledge of the proper procedure could damage the regulator or otherwise 
complicate the service process.

2.  Refer to the Illustrated Parts List while performing service. Each part is identified with an item 
number the first time it appears in the text. Parts that are to be replaced with new parts in conjunc-
tion with an overhaul have encircled reference numbers. A copy of the schematics for this regulator is 
included at the end of the manual.

3.  Do not attempt to reuse parts that are designated for replacement. Retain discarded parts to 
show to the customer to illustrate that a full overhaul service has been completed.

4.  Work in a clean properly equipped area. Cleanliness is essential for all regulator servicing and is 
critical for regulators that will be exposed to enriched air mixtures (Nitrox). Do not attempt to service 
if all required tools and a clean work area are not available.

5.  Work on one regulator at a time taking care not to mix parts from other regulators. Use only genuine 
Sherwood parts. Parts that appear similar may have different specifications that are not easy to detect and 
may cause malfunctions.

6.  Be careful to protect the finish on all surfaces of the regulator during the service procedure. 
When holding parts in a vise use soft or padded jaws to prevent defacing surfaces.

7.  O-rings are classified by the service they perform & are identified as either static or dynamic. 
Dynamic O-rings are those that are subjected to movement and the effects of friction tend to shorten 
their useful life. Static O-rings are used to create a seal between non-moving parts and are not sub-
ject to the same wearing effects. Static O-rings have a longer useful life and do not require replace-
ment, unless they have lost their torical shape or show signs of brittleness. Careful inspection of these 
O-rings is required before they are returned to service. Review Section 3 Step 33 regarding O-rings 
lubrication.

8.  When removing O-rings or Backup Rings use a plastic or a soft brass tool to lift the item out of 
its groove. Do not use steel or other hard tools that might scratch sealing surfaces.

9.  When instructed to use tools such as a hex key or a wrench, follow the standard convention to 
rotate clockwise to tighten and counterclockwise to loosen unless otherwise directed.

10.  When instructed to tighten a part until snug, it means to tighten it just until the part stops mov-
ing freely and the force required to advance it further by hand rises considerably. When specific 
torque values are given there is a necessity to ensure that the part is tightened enough to retain posi-
tion or to create a seal. A Torque Wrench and proper sockets and attachments should be used at any 
point where a torque specification is mandated. 
 

NOTE – Read this section before attempting to perform service.

WARNING – Excessive torque may damage parts and will require those to be replaced & 
insufficient torque could lead to parts becoming lose & a catastrophic failure may occur 
during real diving conditions. DO NOT just use wrenches, ratchets, breaker bars or just your 
hand to “estimate” torque during reassembly, particularly when the use of a torque wrench 
was mandated during a specific step.                           
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS 

The specialty tools identified below may be purchased from Sherwood Scuba. Common tools are 
available from several sources.

  
 Common Tools

 Open End Wrenches - 9/16”, 5/8”,3/4”
 6 Point Socket – 3/4”
 Hex Keys - 5/32”,1/8”
 Open End Crow’s Foot wrench 5/8”
 Small Flat Blade Screw Driver
 Padded Pry Bar
 Torque Wrench 60 in/lb
 Flashlight
 Compressed Air blow gun
 1/4” x 6” Plastic Probe
 O-ring picks/ small probes, plastic or soft metal
 Lighted Magnifying Glass or Stereoscopic Microscope
 Needle Nose Jeweler Pliers

 Specialty Tools

 (SR2/SR1 Complete Tool Kit for 1st & 2nd Stages)  20-700-100

  Includes the following:

  HP Seat Retainer Tool  20-621-100
  Cover Retainer Ring Tool  20-622-100*
  Piston Stem O-ring Tool  20-685-400
  Poppet/Flange O-ring  20-626-400*
  Installation Tool

20-621-100

20-626-400

20-685-400

20-622-100

*Required for servicing the SR2 - 2nd Stages -
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DISASSEMBLY PROCEDURES

1. If the Second and First stages are still connected together, record the First Stage and Second Stage 
serial numbers and an inventory of all attached accessories before beginning disassembly.

2. Perform an inspection of the regulator in accordance with the Annual Inspection Guidelines. This 
process will provide an assessment of the regulator condition before the service is performed. This 
information may be valuable to understand any conditions that are not corrected by the standard 
service.

3. Retract the Hose Protector at the First Stage end and disconnect the LP Hose from the First Stage 
using a 9/16” open end wrench. Set aside the First Stage for service.

4. Retract the Second Stage Hose Protector (4). Use a 5/8” open end wrench to loosen the connec-
tion by rotating counterclockwise and remove the LP Hose (8) from the Valve Body (18). Remove and 
discard O-ring (9) (at the swivel crown stem) and set aside hose assembly for cleaning and reassem-
bly.

5. Remove the Front Cover Assembly by grasping it by the Cover Ring (12) and rotating it counter-
clockwise. Set part aside for further cleaning and inspection. 

NOTE – Generally, it is unnecessary to disassemble the Front Cover Assembly when performing
standard service. Cleaning can be adequately accomplished by using soapy water and scrubbing 
with a soft brush & rinsing if necessary. However if damage to the Cover is observed, and the com-
ponents need to be disassembled to replace parts, proceed as described below.
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6. If further disassembly of the Cover Assembly is determined to be necessary, use Cover Retainer Tool (PN# 
20-622-100) to engage the slots in the Cover Retainer (11), at the back side of the Cover Assembly, and rotate 
counterclockwise to separate the Cover Retainer from the Accent Ring (14). This action will free up the Purge 
Button (13) from the Cover Ring (12).   Set aside all the parts for cleaning, inspection and reassembly.

7. Remove the Diaphragm (6) and set aside for cleaning inspection & reassembly.

8. Carefully snip the Tie Strap (10) from the Mouthpiece (5) using wire cutters or another suitable tool that 
will cut the nylon strap without piercing the mouthpiece. Remove the Mouthpiece and set aside for cleaning 
inspection & reassembly.

9. Hold the housing firmly & remove the Retainer Nut (36) with a 3/4” open end wrench or 3/4” deep 6 point 
socket by rotating counterclockwise. Once the nut is loose continue unthreading it by hand. 
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10. Hold the housing with one hand. Carefully depress the Lever (34) with the finger of the other hand, & push 
evenly on the threaded end of the Valve Body (18) to extract. Keep constant light pressure on the Lever so the 
entire Valve Body clears the opening at the Adjuster mechanism area. The entire subassembly will be extract-
ed from the Housing (1) & O-ring (7) will be disengaged from the Valve Body. Set parts aside for cleaning and 
inspection.

11. If required, remove the Exhaust Cover (3) by inserting a padded bar shaped tool. Place at the location 
shown below. Gently pry with the tool to lift the edge of the Exhaust Cover off the tab near the bottom of the 
Second Stage Housing. Hold the side that has been released and move to the opposite side and repeat the op-
eration;  the Exhaust Cover should release from the Housing after that. Set aside for cleaning and reassembly. 

                            

CAUTION – Be certain to use a padded or protected tool to lift the Exhaust Cover from the tabs 
at the Housing. The use of an unprotected tool will potentially damage the Exhaust Cover and re-
placement may be required.

12.  It is not generally necessary to remove the Exhaust 
Valve (2) from the Body for cleaning and inspection. 
However, if removal is determined to be necessary, be 
certain to use the technique that is least stressful to the 
Exhaust Valve by folding it over and pinching it between 
the fingers while grasping the tab and gently pulling 
in opposite directions to slightly elongate the tab as 
it passes through the rectangular hole in the Housing. 
A very light touch of lubrication to this exit area (tab/
stem/hole) may be beneficial.  Set aside parts for clean-
ing, inspection and reassembly.
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13.  Rotate the Adjuster assembly to a centered position first, and then, remove the Diverter (25) by gently lift-
ing it up by the tip. It should release smoothly. If Diverter opposes resistance, it is likely because the adjustment 
mechanism is preventing it from been released. Reassess the Adjuster Mechanism’s position & try again.  

14. Completely extract the Adjuster mechanism assembly by rotating it counterclockwise until it is out of the 
Valve Body (18).  Set partially disassembled Valve Body aside for further disassembly on step 18. 

15. Using a 5/32” Hex Key extract the Knob Retainer (33); loosen and rotate it counterclockwise. While holding 
the bottom of the Adjuster Body (27) simply pull the Knob (32) outwards to separate it.
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16.  Using a 1/8” Hex Key engage the Stem (28) (Located inside the Adjuster Body).  Rotate the Stem counter-
clockwise until it is completely out of the Adjuster Body’s inner threads.

17.  Use soft material pick remove and discard, both, O-ring (29) from the Adjuster Body (27) and O-ring (31) 
from Stem (28). Set all the Adjuster mechanism components aside for cleaning and inspection.

18. Go back to the partially disassembled Valve Body.  Simply hold it and tip it upside down as shown, shake it 
lightly and the Spring (23) and Balance Chamber  (24) will release from the inside of the Valve Body. 

19. Using a flat screw driver carefully pry out Clip (37) on a perpendicular motion. Once the Clip is out that will 
allow the removal of the Adjustment Sleeve (17) by rotating it counterclockwise, once out of the threads from 
the Lever Saddle (19) simply pull the Adjustment Sleeve outwards.
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20.  Once the Adjustment Sleeve is out you should be able to see the Valve Body O-ring (22).  Use a soft mate-
rial pick to remove it.  Set components aside, including this O-ring, for cleaning, inspection and re-assembly.

21.  Remove the Lever (34) by gently lifting one leg/cam out of one orifice first; slide that leg over the Lever 
Saddle’s curvature until the other cam is out of the opposite orifice and it clears the Lever Saddle & Valve Body 
completely.

22. After the Lever is out of the way now the Poppet assembly can be retrieved by holding the Valve Body 
upside down, as shown, shake it lightly in case the Poppet it gets stuck.

23. From the Poppet (35) Remove both the LP Seat (20 ) and the Poppet O-ring (26 ), using a soft material 
pick.  Discard both components.
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24.  At the Valve Body, locate the open area of the Lever Saddle (19) . Remove Lever Saddle by pushing it 
lightly, using both thumbs at the same time, starting from that open area to expand it’s diameter sufficiently so 
it passes around & away from the Valve Body.  Avoid opening it too forcefully, otherwise it will crack in half and 
replacement will be required.

25. Remove the Ring Seal (30) by pushing it away from the Valve Body’s shoulder and moving it toward the 
threaded end of the Valve Body until it is all the way out.

26.  The SR2 Orifice is a Floating Orifice, not a threaded one, therefore it rests on a ledge inside the valve 
body’s inner bore. To remove it simply insert a soft material 1/4” diameter probe into the Valve Body trough 
the Adjuster Body end, (opposite side to the external threads) and push slowly against the Orifice (21) until it 
gets released from the Valve Body’s inner bore. Make sure not to push at an angle to avoid catching the oppo-
site side of the mentioned ledge with the probe. Remove and discard Orifice’s O-ring (9) using a soft material 
pick. Set aside the Valve Body and Orifice for cleaning, inspection and reassembly. 
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CLEANING PROCEDURES
 

27.  Thermoplastic, silicone rubber and anodized aluminum parts, such as diaphragms, accent trim, adjustment 
knobs, static reusable O-rings, and thermoplastic housings. Soak in a solution of warm water and ordinary liq-
uid dish detergent. Scrub with a soft nylon bristle brush to remove deposits. Rinse with abundant fresh water 
and blow dry with clean low pressure compressed air. Do not subject thermoplastic or rubber parts to ultra-
sonic cleaning or vinegar solutions.

28. Chrome-plated Brass and Stainless Steel parts – Use a commercial grade heated Ultrasonic Cleaner with 
LFW (Lawrence Factor Wash CM-763212-CN).  LFW should be used diluted at a concentration no higher than 
1:4 LFW/Water ratio to ensure good penetration, mineral build up removal but ensuring chrome plating protec-
tion. (Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for your particular ultrasonic cleaner brand). A heated ultra-
sonic cleaner will accelerate the cleaning process; most mineral buildup on heavily soiled metallic parts can be 
cleaned with a 10–15 minute treatment with LFW diluted to 25% on a heated ultrasonic cleaner. 

LFW Product Info:  http://www.lawrence-factor.com/extportal/product.asp?product=CM-763212-CN

29. Alternatively the use of household vinegar or warm water and a brush could be considered as a method to 
also clean metallic parts but be mindful that such processes may not go to deeper ends of some metallic parts 
such as small inner threads, channels, sealing surfaces, etc, and corrosion build up may remain. The use of an 
ultrasonic cleaner proves valuable when sealing or friction surfaces can’t be reached easily. 

30.  Hoses - Corrosion or mineral deposits on the metallic fittings on hoses may be cleaned using the proce-
dure presented above provided that care is taken to just dip only the metal fittings at each the end of the hose 
into the cleaning solution. Take care to prevent entrance of the solution into the hose interior. Rinsing should 
include flushing the interior of the hose with fresh water followed by drying with compressed air.

WARNING – When heavy corrosion has developed, metallic parts will lose their chrome-plating 
after time.  The use of an ultrasonic cleaner may accelerate such loss and a chrome “peeling” pro-
cess could increase.  If the parts you are intending to clean present heavy corrosion after disas-
sembly be cautious, and continue monitoring the parts immersed in the ultrasonic cleaner period-
ically.  With corroded parts, be cautious, start the process by using the ultrasonic cleaner for only 
1-2 minutes, extract the part (s) and evaluate the chrome-plating for peeling. 

CAUTION – Regardless of the method used, rinse all metallic parts right after the cleaning process 
thoroughly with fresh water and blow dry them with compressed air and then set them aside for 
inspection.

CAUTION – If in doubt clean using just warm water, soap and brush. If after a preliminary cleaning 
sealing surfaces present heavy pitting and substantial damage it is advisable to replace the whole 
part after the pre-inspection.
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http://www.lawrence-factor.com/extportal/product.asp?product=CM-763212-CN 
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31.

A. Inspect the Lever (34) for distortion. The legs of the Lever should be parallel and the cams should 
be perpendicular to the legs as show. Correct using blunt jeweler’s needle nose pliers if needed.

B. Inspect the Orifice (21) seating area (Orifice’s sharp edge) and the O-ring groove sealing surface 
for scratches, nicks or distortion.  Imperfect surfaces will cause leaks. Discard and replace Orifice if 
seating or sealing surfaces are damaged or distorted.

C. Closely inspect the Diaphragm (6) against the light, look for pin holes, tears, or other damage. 
While holding it up to a light source stretch it lightly to expose potential imperfections. Replace it if 
damaged.

D. Inspect all rubber and plastic parts for signs of cracking, distortion or other damage, particularly 
the flexible Purge Button (13) for signs of tears, holes or other damage. Replace if damage is evident.

E. Carefully inspect the Poppet (35) and look for deformities or signs of excessive wear both at the 
O-ring end (to ensure adequate seal against Balance Chamber) and at the contact tabs where the 
Lever cams actuate against, replace Poppet if signs of distortion are present. 

NOTE – Ensure you spend sufficient time during inspection preferably within a well illuminated and 
clean area that is free of distractions.  Pay special attention to the physical integrity of all compo-
nents, particularly all the sealing and seating surfaces, i.e. all parts where O-rings make contact and 
the sharp edge of orifices that will be in contact with flexible seats.  All those should be free of con-
tamination, scratches, pitting, nicks, cavities, etc so they can effectively seal and seat.  If you have 
questions regarding the reusability of certain part, contact Sherwood Scuba Technical Services for 
additional information.

INSPECTION AND LUBRICATION PROCEDURESS
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LUBRICATION

32. Christo-Lube MCG 111 is the recommended lubricant to be used during all Sherwood regulators 
assembly procedures. Alternatively Tribolube 71 could be considered as a viable substitute. Silicone 
lubricant is NOT approved and may present a hazard for use with Enriched Air Nitrox (EAN).

33. O-ring lubrication

A.  General – O-rings in most instances should receive only enough lubricant to ensure they are sup  
 ple. A light coating of lubricant should present a surface that glistens but without a defined layer   
 of lubricant visible.
 
B.  Ample – When an ample application of lubricant is specified, it generally applies to a dynamic   
 O-ring subject to considerable motion or environmental conditions where a more generous appli  
 cation of lubricant might be beneficial. In this situation there should be a light film or layer of   
 lubricant visible.

NOTE – Please be aware that despite all this recommended precautions regarding cleaningness and 
propper lubricants regarding Recreational Nitrox, none are intended to be used in conjunction with 
Oxygen concentrations higher than 40% by volume such as the ones required during Technical Diving.

AMPLEGENERAL
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34.  Slide the Ring Seal (30) over the threaded end of the Valve Body until it reaches the shoulder 
near the opposite end. Observe the orientation of the taper shape of the Ring Seal itself so that the 
smallest diameter is aiming toward the center of the Valve Body. Compare your work w/ images.

35.  Install the Lever Saddle (19) over the Valve Body taking care to identify & align the tab locat-
ed under the threaded area of the Lever Saddle with the slot in the outer surface of the Valve Body. 
These two shapes are considered alignment marks and should match so the Lever Saddle can per-
form as designed. Once installed, slide the Lever Saddle back and forward a couple of times to ensure 
it moves freely. 

36. On the pictures below: A. Lever Saddle correctly installed wile B. Is a Lever Saddle INCORRECTLY installed. 
Picture A. (Notch at metal IS visible, good to go!)  Picture B. (Notch is NOT visible, ... try again)
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REASSEMBLY PROCEDURES
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37.  Ensure the Lever’s legs and cams are perfectly straight and aligned.  Differences in shape and align-
ment could cause the Poppet not engaging at all, or to engage forcefully causing poor performance 
during operation.  Before installing the Lever (34) is a good idea to lightly lubricate the Lever Saddle’s 
curvature to facilitate one of the Lever’s cam/leg to slide during insertion.  

38. After curvature lubrication, start by inserting one Lever’s cam/leg into one of the side holes of the 
Lever Saddle, hold it in place w/ thumb, then gently slide the other leg over the curvature outwardly 
just enough so the other cam/leg engages into the opposite side orifice.  When engaged, a “snap” 
sound will be perceived.

 

39.  After it has been installed ensure the Lever has unobstructed range of movement.  No “draggy” 
movement or stops should be felt. Ensure proper Lever orientation also; compare your assembly with 
the below image on the right.
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40.  Before installing the new LP Seat (20) on the Poppet (35) apply a very light coat of lubricant, just enough 
so it slides all the way to the poppet’s seat receptacle. (Apply less than general lubrication).  

41. Insert the LP Seat by lightly pushing it all the way into the Poppet’s LP seat receptacle.  Ensure no visible 
gap at the Poppet’s shoulder is noticed after insertion  

42. Amply lubricate a new Poppet O-ring (26) and place it on the outer the most channel of the poppet’s stem 
area.

43. Use Poppet Installation Tool 20-675-400.  First, properly identify the markings on the tool itself. Insert the 
Poppet assembly into the tool observing alignment marks. Align the tool’s long marker with Poppet’s upper 
fin.  Ensure Poppet’s contact tabs are aligned pointing toward the bottom. Those tabs will engage the Lever 
cams.
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44. At the Valve Body lift the Lever 80° to 90° so the cams will allow the Poppet to pass until its 
contact tabs properly engage with the Demand Lever cams.  Carefully push inwards until it feels like 
a “step” has passed, and then observe the tool’s “T” mark which is perpendicular;  this marker should 
not pass the metal edge from the Valve Body; that will indicate that the Poppet’s contact tabs have 
engaged the Demand Lever cams.

45. Once the Poppet’s contact tabs have engaged the Lever cams, transfer of motion should be test-
ed.  Push the tool inwards and the demand lever should rise up freely; let go of the tool and the Lever 
should drop by its own weight.  A free & unobstructed range of up-down motion should be observed. 
Remove tool after test is done.

46. Prepare all the components for the Adjuster Body complete assembly.  Two new O-rings (29) and 
(31) should be used. 

CAUTION – While inserting the Poppet avoid pushing with excessive force & DO NOT ro-
tate the tool to prevent Poppet misalignment against the Lever cams.
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47.  Amply lubricate O-ring (31) and install it into the Stem’s (28) O-ring Groove.

48.  Amply lubricate both the metal inner threads of the Adjuster Body (27) and the Stem’s threads.  
Reapply lubrication to O-ring (31) if needed. Engage the Stem with a 1/8” Hex Key and start threading 
it clockwise into the Adjuster Body until it bottoms; be aware that only light rotation force is required, 
do not overtighten Stem.  You should be able to see 1/16”  (2mm) of the Stem’s tip  fully visible at the 
bottom of Adjuster Body. 

49.  Place a new amply lubricated O-ring (29) on the Adjuster Body (27) stretch it with a soft material 
pick if needed and ensure it ends up sitting at the O-ring Groove as shown.

 

NOTE – Be certain that the O-ring (29) is properly positioned and lubricated so that the 
Adjuster Body has a good grip inside the Valve Body but also presents a free and smooth 
range of motion.
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50. Now, locate and Install the Adjustment Knob (32) on the Adjuster Body; notice the inner shapes 
of the knob and make them coincide with the corresponding shapes at the Adjuster Body.  Ensure is 
fully seated and then secure with Knob Retainer screw (33). Engage the Knob Retainer with a 5/32” 
Hex Key and secure threading clockwise. Be mindful that only mild to low hand tight force is required.

51. Locate your partially assembled Valve Body and insert the Spring (23), ensure the Poppet’s stem 
or tail is passing through the center of the spring.  Amply lubricate the Balance Chamber (24) and in-
stall after the Spring. After the Spring and Balance Chamber are installed, use any soft material probe 
to push on the components and test for transfer of movement one more time.  As you push the probe 
in, the Lever should rise up and as you let go the Lever should drop easily.
 
  

WARNING – Be certain that effective transfer of movement is observed prior to moving to 
subsequent steps.  The movement of the components should feel smooth and unobstruct-
ed when the probe is pushed in and let go. Correct if the movement feels rough at any 
point during the components full range of motion. Be mindful that if the moving compo-
nents present undesired friction & roughness, disassembly and review of the components 
assembly sequence will be required.

CAUTION – Applying excessive torque force to the Knob Retainer will force the threads and 
crack the top. Replacement of the part will be required.
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52.  Now locate the Adjuster Mechanism. Add additional lubrication to O-ring (29).  When you handle the 
Valve Body, keep the Adjuster Mechanism’s receiving area pointing upwards to ensure the Spring and Balance 
Chamber won’t fall off during the installation. Now, carefully start threading the Adjuster Mechanism assembly 
clockwise as shown in the middle picture.  As you thread the Adjuster Mechanism in, keep observing the Valve 
Body’s side opening to see when the Adjuster Body receptacle is centered. (about 2 turns in). That receptacle 
is to receive the Diverter’s tab on the next step. Additionally, observe the Lever rising up as Adjuster threads in.

53. Locate the Diverter (25).  Hold it by the curvature and turn it upside-up so you can identify the “tab” that 
is intended to connect with the Adjuster Body’s receptacle, (that is the reason why step 50 calls for the Ad-
juster Mechanism to be centered).  Align the Diverter’s tab with the Valve Body’s opening and press down on 
the Diverter firmly until you can feel that it has fully engaged in both the Valve Body’s channel and the Adjust-
er mechanism receptacle. A “snap” sound should be perceived.  Carefully turn the Adjuster mechanism both 
clockwise and counterclockwise a couple of times to observe the Diverter move alongside the Valve Body.  It’s 
full range of motion from full open to full close is about 1 & 1/2 complete turns. 

54.  Amply lubricate a cleaned Valve Body O-ring (22) and install it onto the Valve Body’s O-ring Groove.  Al-
ways handle this O-ring carefully to avoid damage as it passes over the Valve Body’s threads; the use of a soft 
material pick is recommended to stretch and guide the O-ring as it passes over the threads.  Additional lubrica-
tion is recommended on this part of the assembly to minimize friction and allow the Adjustment Sleeve (2) to 
rotate easily during the Demand Lever adjustment procedure.
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55.  Locate the Adjustment Sleeve (17) and start rotating it clockwise over the Valve Body’s thread-
ed area.  Rotate it until one of the male threads from the Lever Saddle is exposed after threading in 
the Adjustment Sleeve.  Install now the Clip (37). This clip assists securing the Valve Body inside the 
Housing when torquing the Retaining Nut and provides an adequate Adjustment Saddle position. 

56. If it was required to remove the Exhaust Cover (3) and the Exhaust Valve (2) from the Housing 
(1) first locate the rectangular shaped opening at the back of the Housing; that orifice is intended 
to receive the Exhaust Valve’s tab. Fold the Exhaust Valve in a way that the mentioned tab is ex-
posed. Insert and push the tab through the rectangular opening, and from the opposite side (In-
side the Housing) gently pull the tab inwards until it passes through. Avoid pulling excessively to 
avoid damage.  Push the Exhaust Valve surface a few times to test that it seats evenly against the 
housing.

57. Now locate the two upper rectangular tabs at the Housing’s shoulder right below the inhalation 
passage boss and match them with the two rectangular slots from the Exhaust Tee.  Once both 
shapes are engaged at the top, turn the housing over, and now firmly press the Exhaust Cover until 
the receiving oval shapes at the bottom coincide; a distinctive “snap sound” will be produced. En-
sure the Exhaust Cover is evenly engaged on the Housing.
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58. Now locate the Valve Body. Visually identify the Diverter’s alignment tabs and the Housing’s 
receiving channels.  Those features serve both as insertion guides and to prevent the Valve Body 
to rotate inside the Housing.

59. Hold the Housing assembly with one hand so the opening with the receiving channels is point-
ing upwards and is accessible.  Now, hold the Valve Body with the other hand and while carefully 
depressing the Lever with one finger, insert the entire Valve Body assembly into the Housing until 
it is firmly in place and aligned.  Use images below for guidance and comparison.

60. Insert a cleaned amply lubricated O-ring (7) over the Adjustment Sleeve.  Use a flat brass or 
plastic tool to facilitate stretching and guiding the O-ring. As this O-ring requires to be stretched 
and pushed to pass it over the sleeve, it is also necessary to hold the Valve Body and the Housing 
at the same time with one hand while the O-ring is installed to prevent the Valve Body to come out 
of place while the O-ring is stretched and manipulated over the Adjustment Sleeve. 
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61. Install the Retaining Nut (36) by rotating it clockwise ensuring the hexagonal “nut” 6 point 
shape is pointing outwards.  Snug by hand first.  Then, using a torque wrench and a 3/4” hexagonal 
socket (6 point) torque the Retaining Nut to 2 Nm (17.7 in/lb).

62. Locate Orifice (21).  Amply lubricate a new Orifice O-ring (9) and place it onto the Orifice’s 
O-ring Groove.  Additional lubrication is required before installation into Valve Body. This is a 
floating Orifice that does not require to be threaded, use a blunt soft material probe push Orifice 
inwards until it reaches the bottom of the ledge.

NOTE – Be certain that O-ring (9) is amply lubricated so that the floating Orifice will move 
freely when the second stage is pressurized and depressurized.
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63.  If the Purge Cover Assembly was NOT disassembled proceed to step 62. If it was disassembled entirely  
 use the following instructions:
 
 A.  Locate all the components.  Orient the Cover Ring (23) to observe the inside detail. Identify the two op 
 posing arrow tips and adjust the Cover Ring so that the slotted hole in the Cover Ring located between  
 the arrow tips is at 12 O’clock.

 B.  Match the metal Accent Ring (22) to the front of the Cover Ring (23). There are six possible positions  
 for the Accent Ring to engage the Cover Ring. Any of the six are acceptable.

 C. Align the Purge Button’s (13) “SHERWOOD” logo perpendicularly with the Cover Ring (12) “12 O’clock”  
 alignment point chosen before, now on the outside of the Cover Ring. Ensure that alignment is kept  
 during the Cover Retainer (11) insertion. Soak the Cover Retainer (11) in soapy water to facilitate installa 
 tion and prevent Purge Button unwanted rotation. Tighten with the Cover Retainer Tool (PN# 20-622-100)  
 until the Purge Button cannot be rotated relative to the Cover Ring.
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64.  Install the Diaphragm (6) on the housing & ensure it seats evenly.  Simply drop it in place; the Dia-
phragm’s circular edge will coincide with the Housing’s receiving shape not requiring additional parts 
to keep it in place.

65. Install the Cover Assembly into the Housing and tighten by hand until it stops and the space 
between the Housing and Cover Assembly is closed. When the Cover assembly is fully locked the 
“SHERWOOD” logo will be displayed in horizontal alignment with the front of the second stage; if this 
is not the case review step 63. 

66. Test the Diaphragm, Exhaust Valve and Housing structural integrity before pressurizing the sec-
ond stage and moving to following steps. Block the air access to the 2nd stage by placing one finger 
at the hose’s access point (threaded area), hold firmly to prevent air from coming in.  Inhale consis-
tently through the 2nd stage Breathing Passage Boss (Mouthpiece Tube).  A firm level of resistance 
and suction should be perceived while inhaling.

CAUTION –  If air gets sucked in while inhaling & performing this test, it will indicate that 
either the air passage was not effectively blocked, or the Exhaust Valve, Diaphragm, O-rings 
or Housing are compromised and are letting air in during the test, in turn this will translate in 
a wet regulator during real diving conditions. Identify leak source and correct.
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SR2 - CALIBRATION & TESTING PROCEDURESS
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67. Install a new lubricated O-ring (9) in the LP Hose (8) (at the swivel crown stem) and attach the 
Hose to the Valve Body by threading the swivel clockwise by hand first.  With a open end 5/8” crow’s 
foot wrench and a torque wrench, torque to 4.5 Nm (40 in/lb). Avoid over-torque. 

68.  Attach the second stage to a properly functioning first stage with a known intermediate pressure 
set at 135 ± 10 psi / 9.3 ± 0.7 bar. 

69.  Rotate the Knob (32) to the full counterclockwise position (open) before next steps.

70.  Apply intermediate pressure to the second stage. If air leaks by the Poppet, the Orifice may not 
be in the correct position. It should automatically move to the proper position when the regulator is 
pressurized. Turn off the supply pressure and then quickly reopen the supply valve to apply a surge of 
pressure to the second stage. This should move the Orifice forward to a proper contact position.

71.  Once the Orifice is in the correct position, insert a small probe through one of the slots in the 
Retainer Nut (36) to engage one of the notches on the Adjustment Sleeve (17). Rotate the Adjust-
ment Sleeve counterclockwise until a slight air leak is detected and then rotate it clockwise until the 
leak just stops. Purge a couple of times to move the internal parts; if leak is present readjust. From a 
no-leak position, rotate the Adjustment Sleeve clockwise an additional half of an arc; half the length 
corresponding to one of the slots in the Retaining Nut. Test Lever height VS purge on the next step. 

WARNING – If after two attempts using only air pressure the orifice does not engage with 
the ledge and air keeps leaking. It is possible that a foreign object is inside the bore, defor-
mity of parts or lack of O-ring lubrication are the causes. If any of this is suspected, removal 
of Valve Body and the orifice will be required to inspect, address and correct this situation. 
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72.  Press the Purge Button again to check the Purge & Lever function several times. There should be 
a strong surge of air. If purging is difficult and the resulting air flow is minimal, it is likely that the Lever 
was positioned too low during step 71.  If the purge is too sensitive to the touch and air flows too rap-
idly, it is also likely that the demand lever was left too high & in direct contact with the Diaphragm’s 
plate; this will make for a prone-to-leak 2nd stage. Recalibrate the Lever height as needed.

74.  If a fine-tune adjustment to the Opening Effort is required:  First position the Adjuster Mechanism 
rotated to the full open position. While the 2nd stage is pressurized and mounted on the Flow Bench 
Tester, insert a 1/8” hex key through the Knob Retainer (33) all the way in until the tool engages the 
Stem (19). Rotate the tool counterclockwise to slightly decrease the spring force; that action will 
slightly decrease the O.E.  The opposite, rotating the Stem clockwise, will slightly push the internal 
mechanism (Balance Chamber / Spring) & this action will slightly increase the spring force, in turn, 
increasing the O.E.  This fine adjustment will assist in establishing the optimal Opening Effort range 
for the second stage if needed.  Remove 2nd stage from the Flow Bench Tester when done.

CAUTION –  The optimal gap between the Lever and the Diaphragm’s contact plate should 
be such, that an ever so slightly “rattle” (AKA Demand Lever Flop) should be present when 
slowly shaking the 2nd stage up & down while this one is fully pressurized, the purge should 
have an effective response that is not too sensitive.  If needed, go back to steps  71 - 72 until 
this Purge VS Lever behavior is observed.

NOTE – If the full range of motion of the main Adjuster Mechanism translates into an accept-
able Opening Effort range (Described in Step 73), the spring already provides the sufficient 
range of force to achieve the required O.E. range, and the following fine-tune adjustment 
may not be necessary. 

73. With the 2nd Stage’s Adjuster mechanism 
rotated counterclockwise to the full open position, 
perform a bench test.  The IP supply should be 135   
± 10 psi / 9.3 ± 0.7 bar.   

The Opening Effort (O.E.) Range should be be-
tween 1.0 to 1.5 inches of water and no more than 
4.0 inches of water at 15 SCFM of constant flow.  

CAUTION –  On Step 48 the 
Stem (19) gets pre-set all 
the way in. While perform-
ing this fine-tune adjust-
ments, be mindful not to ro-
tate the Stem clockwise too 
hard, passing its limit inside 
the Adjuster Body. Forcing 
the Stem inwards could per-
manently damage it’s hex 
recess and replacement of 
the part will be required.
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75.  Install the Mouthpiece (5) onto the Breathing Passage Boss (Mouthpiece Tube). Ensure the 
Mouthpiece is aligned evenly in relationship with the rest of the 2nd stage. Secure the Mouth Piece 
using a new Tie Strap (10).  Trim excess material from the Tie Strap.  

76.  Move the Hose Protector (4) to the fully seated position. While pressurized, completely submerge 
the SR2 2nd Stage in enough water to detect air leaks.  Most bubbles from the housing’s cavities 
should be out in a few seconds.  If a constant stream of bubbles is observed after one minute, stop 
the test and troubleshoot the unit. If the 2nd stage does not leak remove it from water and let it drain 
for few seconds, purge the unit a couple of times to remove excess of water from the inside of hous-
ing and air passages and whipe it dry with a clean cloth. Disconnect it from the air supply. Pair the 
serviced 2nd Stage with its corresponding 1st Stage if this one is ready.
  . 

This concludes the service procedures for the SR2 Second Stages.
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TROUBLESHOOTING THE SHERWOOD SR2 / SR1 2nd STAGES

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Leaks air when pressurized A. Orifice not in contact with 
LP Seat.

B. Orifice and/or orifice 
O-ring contaminated, dam-
aged or worn.

C. Poppet (35), LP Seat (20) 
or Poppet O-ring (26) incor-
rectly installed, damaged, 
contaminated or worn.

D. Lever set too high.

E. Intermediate Pressure (IP) 
too high.

A. Turn air supply off and 
then turn it on quickly; that 
will push Orifice inwards.

B. Reinspect Orifice sealing 
and seating surfaces, O-ring 
(9) for signs of damage. Re-
place parts if necessary.

C. Review assembly steps, 
extract Poppet and inspect 
it again and both LP Seat 
and O-ring for signs of de-
formation, deterioration or 
damage.

D. Refer to step 69 and 
recalibrate the Lever height 
accordingly & read Caution 
on page 28.

E. Refer to SR2 1st stage 
Service Manual for caus-
es and solutions to high IP.  
Service to the 1st stage may 
be required.

Hard to breathe A. Lever set too low.

B. Obstructed hose, clogged 
1st Stage Filter or damaged 
1st Stage.

A. Refer to step 69 and 
recalibrate the Lever height 
accordingly & read Caution 
on page 28.

B. Inspect the LP hose for 
obstructions and ensure the 
1st stage supplies a constant 
and steady supply of Inter-
mediate Pressure.

Hard to purge A. Lever set too low. A. Refer to step 69 and 
recalibrate the Lever height 
accordingly & read Caution 
on page 28.

Wet Breather A. 2nd Stage structural in-
tegrity is compromised.

A. Refer to step 64 and read 
Caution on Page 27. Reas-
sess all the sealing com-
ponents involved including 
mouthpiece. 
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 1  2200-30  Housing

 2  1200-33  Exhaust Valve

 3  2200-34  Exhaust Cover SR2

 4  1200-27  Hose Protector

 5  SHV5030  Mouthpiece

 6  1200-26  Diaphragm

 7  970016  O-ring  

 8  SHV7530  LP Hose, w/ o-rings 32”

 8a 100-50-36YL  LP Hose, w/o-rings YL 

 9  970010 O-ring       

 10 SHV7026 Tie Strap  

 11 1200-25 Cover Retainer 

 12 2200-23 Cover Ring SR2

 13  2200-24  Purge Button, SR2 

 13a  2200-44 Purge Button, SR2 Octo  

 14  2200-21  Accent Ring, SR2

 17  1200-2    Adjustment Sleeve

 18 1200-9 Valve Body  

 19  1200-7 Lever Saddle

 20  7206-9BN  LP Seat

 21  1200-5  Orifice

 22  970013    O-ring

 23  1200-13    Spring

 24  1200-14    Balance Chamber

 25  1200-15  Diverter

 26   970410    O-ring

 27  1200-17  Adjuster Body

 28  1200-19    Stem

 29   970010  O-ring

 30  1200-6  Ring Seal

 31   970006  O-ring

 32  1200-20    Knob

 33  1200-21  Knob Retainer

 34  1200-8    Lever

 35  1200-11    Poppet

 36  1200-28  Retaining Nut

 37 1200-35 Clip

ITEM PART # DESCRIPTION ITEM PART # DESCRIPTION

     SR2 SECOND STAGE

37

*Circled parts are included in service kit
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